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Uber basics
● Uber was founded in 2010 in San Francisco; Tulsa is now one of 80+ markets worldwide 
● Uber is a lead-generation technology company that provides an “app” that connects people who want rides with drivers who 

provide them; we do not own or operate cars or employ drivers
● uberX  - Uber’s low-cost ride option - was first launched in July 2012 and is the product that Uber has in Tulsa

Why did Uber expand to Tulsa?
● Uber chose to expand here because we are really excited about Tulsa
● Fast growing population of young professionals
● Lots of transformative development that has taken place and is continuing around the city - being a part of that is meaningful 

to us
● Tulsa is a car-friendly city, and having an affordable, reliable, and convenient on-demand option makes a lot of sense

Who is providing the transportation with uberX?
● uberX drivers are ordinary residents of Tulsa who are using their personal vehicles
● In Tulsa, we have drivers from all walks of life and are excited provide an additional income stream for hundreds of residents
● We have a wide mix of drivers here - students looking to pay off their student loans and people in between jobs looking for a 

source of income, among many others

How does uberX work?
● Customers create a pre-arranged reservation through the Uber App
● Clients can select the uberX product, which sends an e-request to the nearest uberX driver, giving the customer’s pickup 

location
● Driver’s app uses GPS to collect data which is forwarded to Uber’s servers for accurate billing and receipt generation
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What requirements / checks does a driver have to meet to drive with uberX?
● All drivers must be age 23 or older and have a 4 door vehicle in good condition that is less than ten years old
● All drivers must pass an in-depth background check. Uber uses a national provider of background checks called Hirease to 

perform these checks. Hirease screens the Multi-State Criminal, federal, and state county systems as part of this check 
process, in addition to also screening applicants’ motor vehicle reports and the sex offender registry. More details are 
available at http://blog.uber.com/expandedbackgroundchecks

● Finally, Uber also interviews each drivers personally at its office in Tulsa before they are able to accept ride requests on the 
Uber system

What about insurance?
● Uber provides best-in-class insurance coverage
● Uber holds a commercial insurance policy with $1 million of coverage per incident, which covers uberX drivers’ liability from 

the time a driver accepts a trip request through the app until the completion of that trip. This policy acts as primary insurance 
if the uberX driver’s policy is unavailable for any reason, covering from the first dollar.

● Uber also provides $1 million of uninsured/underinsured coverage per incident, which applies in the event that another 
motorist causes an accident with an vehicle driven by an uberX driver and doesn’t carry adequate insurance

● Uber covers collision costs - if an uberX driver holds personal collision insurance that is found not to apply, Uber covers 
physical damage to that vehicle that occurs during a trip, for any reason, up to $50,000 and with a $1,000 deductible

● Finally, to protect against any potential insurance gaps, Uber announced recently contingent coverage for a driver's liability at 
the highest requirement in the U.S.

What are the fares for uberX?
uberX is a product available through the Uber app. Simply select the uberX product and press the vehicle button to reveal the 
pricing structure, based on time and distance with a minimum fare built-in. Customers can use our Fare Estimator through the app 
or check rates posted in the app or online at https://www.uber.com/cities

Why is uberX so popular? 
● Consumers get: 

o High quality transportation with the fastest response time 
o Reliable and convenient way to get around
o Great customer service and transparency in pricing
o The safest option available - far less anonymous than a street hail; passenger, driver and trip securely tracked

● Drivers get: 
o Uber’s technology platform benefits our partners by lowering their operating expenses and increasing their revenue
o Uber improves the quality of life for drivers:

▪ Cashless and GPS tracked system creates a safer environment for drivers
▪ Drivers choose their own hours, creating more time for their family and loved ones

● Cities get: 
o Reliability covering all neighborhoods, particularly communities traditionally designated as underserved in Tulsa
o Helps reduce impaired driving by providing a reliable transportation option at all times
o A new market generating thousands of new, well-paying driver jobs
o Serious reduction in car congestion by eliminating more single occupancy vehicles on the road
o More transportation choices making a car-free lifestyle easier for riders and carbon reduction goals easier to attain 

for the city
o Easier accessibility for tourists - Uber is used in 80+ cities globally 
o Tulsa is an Uber city—a progressive, consumer-friendly city that embraces technology and invests in innovation
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